Bianca Basso is the creative duo of singer Bianca Pittoors and bassist Marc
Langis. www.BiancaBassoMusic.com	

Since their collaboration began they have woven a tapestry of distinctive and
colourful original music. Their vintage sound, influenced by a multitude of music
styles, has simply come to be known as memorable. Bianca & Marc exhibit such
joy and happiness when playing their music, it is absolutely infectious. Telling
stories and laughing as they go along, these performers offer a transparent musical
experience.	

	

Bianca Pittoors is an artist recognized for her authenticity and her charisma. In
concert, she weaves a beautiful tapestry with her passion and the stories she enjoys
sharing with us. This generous artist surrenders to her audience.	

Originally from Winnipeg, Manitoba, Bianca found in her childhood seeds to sow
a garden of life in art and music. From the start her family offered her opportunities
to live rich experiences of a musical, cultural and artistic nature. Passionately
dedicated to the idea of artistic growth, Bianca found the tools which allowed her
to shine in this mosaic of international influences; it is the language of music.	

	

Marc Langis has been sharing the stage with Céline Dion since 1995. A native of
Trois-Rivières, Quebec, he was passionate about music at a young age. He began
his formal musical education at age 5 at the Conservatoire de Musique du Quebec.
Choral training, following shortly thereafter, drew from a broad repertoire of music
introducing him to the works of classical masters, chanson française and popular
repertoire in multiple languages. He began playing the bass at age 13.	

An undergraduate from McGill University, Marc holds a Master’s degree in Jazz
Performance from the University of Miami. He is a respected composer and
songwriter. In demand as a session player, he has recorded on over 60 albums with
numerous artists, including Robert Charlebois, Jean-Pierre Ferland, Isabelle
Boulay and Daniel Lavoie. The list goes on to include Cirque du Soleil productions
with René Dupéré.	


biancap@magma.ca
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www.BiancaBassoMusic.com

What are people saying about “i love” and Bianca Basso?	


!
“Magnificent!”
!
"Sounded Exquisite”
!
“A terrific show by Bianca Basso last
night! Could not have enjoyed it more.”

!
“Extraordinairement bon!”
!
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!

"...vous avez créer une ambiance
qui fait du bien à être là tout simplement comme témoin de vos coups de coeur.”

!
!

"Très inspirant spectacle"
"It Was Literally Heaven On Earth"

"Quelle soirée magique! Que du bonbon pour les oreilles."

!
“Je souhaite vous revoir encore et encore!”
!
“Une performance de haut calibre Bravo: touchée!”
!
“It was a mesmerizing and enchanting evening - I love.... the new album!”
!
“Un talent fou! Revenez-vite sur scène.”

!

“Merveilleuse soirée ce soir. J'ai déjà hâte au prochain spectacle!”	


“Simply adored it!”
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